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Annual Executive Director’s Report

The Covid-19 pandemic and other crises impacting Americans accelerates the urgent need for development of
both cognitive skills to make sense of information, and digital literacy skills to access services in a digital era.
Equally important for stronger communities, are networks of positive connection that build foundations.

“Literacy is the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create, communicate, and compute, using printed and
written materials associated with varying contexts.”UNESCO

Our Mission

To empower adults through learner based tutoring in reading, writing, math and technology and to promote
literacy in our communities.

Since 1978, we strategically address the ultimate goal of ending generational low literacy in rural Franklin and
Somerset Counties (15 people per square mile and 12.6% poverty rate), where 1 in 5 adults reads at a level below
third grade (PIAAC Study, 2012-2017), and poverty, transportation, and digital access are barriers to education and
health services.

“When individuals build foundational literacy skills on a continuum of learning, develop their knowledge and
potential, and achieve progress on self selected goals, they forge independence, improve health and stability for
themselves and their families, and participate in communities to make communities stronger and safer.” UNESCO

LVFSC strives to match trained volunteers with adults who read at the twelfth grade level or lower for free, weekly,
confidential and individualized tutoring with adults to make progress on self-selected literacy goals. A parallel focus was
initiated in 2010 to build learning communities to strengthen the culture of literacy across generations and to utilize it as a
basis for sustainable community development.

★ (A mother's reading skill is the greatest determinant of her children’s future academic success, outweighing other
factors, such as neighborhood and family income.)  DHHS, 2010

“Residents of rural Maine experience significant health challenges due to a combination of factors including a
higher concentration of older residents, lower incomes and educational achievement, harmful health behaviors,
and geographic and financial barriers” (Maine Rural Health Research Center, p. 10, 9/16). PIAAC Study -BB
Foundation.

Our infrastructure enabled us to maintain continuity of learning and keep people connected during a period of pandemic
quarantines.

★ Our literacy programs served 296 people with a **Circle of Impact of 888.
★ Supporting services promoted community literacy development and intersected with the tutoring

program to include: Annual Poetry Contest (41 submissions), Traveling Libraries (1671 free books
given), and family friendly writing workshops (20).

★ We Increased by 35% to over 61 networks, the number and depth of partnerships with community
organizations for mutual benefit.

https://nces.ed.gov/surveys/piaac/skillsmap/
https://nces.ed.gov/surveys/piaac/skillsmap/


Our TUTORING PROGRAM

95% of all tutoring program participants achieved progress on their literacy goals (survey data).

List of adult learner goals accomplished this year:
Read to children every day, use digital literacy to access services, conduct research to learn how to make diet

adjustments and improve health, help with children’s school work, learn how to vote with ranked choice voting,

learn Covid information, get a driver’s license, secure a job, use transportation services, and receive a high

school diploma.

One specific example of our successful collaborative learning partnerships

Our 2021 work with the Phillips Public Library and the Franklin County Health Network reduced access barriers to
current public health information with weekly Covid education classes at the library, right in the heart of town.
Public Health Educators ZOOMED into the library, utilizing technology and internet access combined with tutor
support.

Goal setting is the learning framework of the tutoring program.

➢ LVFSC adult tutoring programs focus on developing habits and skills of co-learning to build a sustainable

culture of literacy and learning.

➢ Anecdotal data shows that over time, tutees are better able to solve family problems, access health

services, communicate needs more effectively, and self advocate, increasing their ability to be more

independent in supporting the family and increasing likelihood of participation in the neighborhood.

➢ The circle of impact upon the culture of literacy widens when people feel more comfortable to use what

they learn in different settings and share with their peers or their offspring.

Our Strategic plan (2018)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Prioritizes building capacity for long term sustainability with strong partnerships and community-asset based
infrastructure to efficiently serve Franklin County's approximately 1743 square miles, 21 towns, and unorganized
territories, where reliable internet is limited.

Continue to serve Somerset County through partnership with Skowhegan Adult Education.
Added a virtual tutor training module and prioritize digital literacy skill development.
Strengthened infrastructure: technology, staffing capacity, website quality, program evaluation and data

collection.
Formulated a system of 3 community learning centers to meet the specific needs of the areas in which they
are located (Phillips, Livermore Falls, Farmington).

Learning Centers:
They house resources for tutors and learners, provide digital access and equipment, and one is connected with free transportation to
surrounding towns. Each space is ADA compliant with large screen technology and digital access so we can connect learners who do
not have digital access at home. Hybrid learning can be tricky (sound problems), but it actually has enabled several of our learners to
participate when they would otherwise not have the chance to.



Annually we supply over $250,000.00 educational value to the communities we serve.

Improving access to a rich, humanities focused, text-based curriculum is more important than ever. In a rural area where an oral learning
culture prevails, and fewer gatherings are happening, our Community Connect program provides opportunities to build communities of
support for people who are most vulnerable.

Our Community Connect-learning together
In 2020, we developed a weekly, semester-long “Community Connect” group tutoring program, offered several times a year, and
it now averages 18 participants per session, from 12 towns and 4 counties, linking 6 physical hybrid classroom settings with
individuals in homes/cars/restaurants/libraries.
➔ We utilize texts to design, develop, adjust, and implement contextual, collaborative, discussion-based learning

experiences.
➔ Three modules: book discussions, creative writing workshops, and Community Connect; when representatives from

health, financial, social service and civic organizations join us to present information on learner chosen topics.
➔ Tutors take part by modeling and encouraging discussions in the large group and breakout rooms, and, if necessary,

assist learners with reading and/or writing during class.
➔ Books are provided at no cost to registrants, through a collaboration with Devaney Doak & Garrett Booksellers and the

Maine Humanities Council.

Comments/Testimonials from Community Connect

★ “This is great. I just love how you read a book during Book Discussion then use the same
theme for a Writing Workshop. That is so clever. Thank you again.”

★ “This session was just beautiful. It was nicely organized and the flow was great. I enjoyed
how everyone was so willing to write and then share. Such an engaging class. I can't wait
for the next one. Thank you everyone.”

★ “Love the class. The strength everyone shares.”

List of learner suggested Community Connect topics

Math, Science, cartooning, writing, spelling, Mother Nature, other cultures, music, feelings about friends (not
hurting others feelings), painting goldfish, questions about wearing a mask, and the vaccine, poetry, drawing,
social studies, more book discussions, goal setting, what it means to amend a constitution, wildflowers/birds,
where can i get help with different things, Native American culture, help with why we need to wear masks and
why we need to after the vaccine, community, more water protecting - ways to protect it, learning how to read,
more math strategies, more of the same! Books, books, books!

Our Community Connect partners
Franklin County Adult Ed., Spruce Mountain Adult Ed., Skowhegan Adult Ed., United Way, Healthy Community
Coalition, Phillips Public Library, Maine Humanities Council, ME LV Affiliates, LEAP Inc.,Treat Memorial Library, Work
First, League of Women Voters, Seniors Plus,Twice Sold Tales and Devaney Doak & Garrett Booksellers bookstores.

Our benchmark of quality is demonstrated
Fall 2021 Semester, themed: “Communities, Differences, and How to Have Difficult Conversations”, offered

weekly on Wednesdays, 10:00 a.m. to noon, September 15 through December 20. The featured texts are: Just
Ask! Be Different, Be Brave, Be You! , by Sonia Sotomayor, Seedfolks, by Paul Fleischman, and Change Agent
magazine.



Pandemic impact- our strategic plan to expand service into rural Franklin County has slowed, but not stalled.

Self-reported pandemic related barriers to education access are still in play; including illness and
recovery, individual comfort with virus exposure, public gathering restrictions, and mask wearing

Despite the challenges of physical gatherings, the opportunities provided by digital connectivity have
enabled us to cast our web of learning more widely into rural communities, and has enabled us to link
with learning in Somerset County..

One example of how growth potential is impacted by technology
Our parent tutoring group (impacting 55 families at Headstart),  followed covid safety guidelines and
replaced the physical “book club” meetings in 2020 -2021 with digital sharing platforms. “I actually
think it’s better and we’ll keep this model after the pandemic. We’re reaching more parents now
because they don’t need transportation. Positive interaction is happening because parents know what
they’re doing (digital literacy skills). When the parent feels confident, the kids always benefit” (D.
Hamlin, Headstart Coordinator).
★ 95% of surveyed parents reported that our tutoring sessions helped them read the books with

their children at home.

“ I want to be a water protector to protect our waters.”

2022 Proposed ACTION STEPS

We seek to further expand the Community Connect with more quality hybrid tutoring groups, and a higher
number of learning sessions, by reaching out to new partners such as Children’s Task Force and Western Maine
Community Action.

Adjust to changes in volunteer availability during quarantines

Prioritize professional development to improve digital literacy instruction

Invest in technology improvements like document cameras and microphones

Design, develop, adjust, and implement contextual, collaborative, discussion-based learning
experiences related to: math problem solving, book discussions, expressive writing,
community safety, civics, health, and family literacy.

Seek input from adult learners, tutors, stakeholders and community members at every tutoring
session to shape programming decisions and respond to topics that emerge during sessions

Increase learning engagement by reducing barriers and meeting individuals where they are with
their own familiar tools

Build upon trust to increase numbers of established peer-supportive relationships



List of observed group discussions

➢ Statue of liberty facts

➢ Community resources, 211, tax prep

➢ Sharing experience of having COVID and having vaccinations

➢ How to talk to people who believe Covid dis-information

➢ Safety, feeling uncertain about clean water and clean air.

➢ Mosquito born illnesses, medication disposal, plastic use & reuse.

➢ About having cars and homes and knowing what it feels like not to have those things

➢ Personal growth

➢ Experiences being bullied

➢ Having hunger for learning

➢ Supporting each other through COVID changes

➢ Oppression, Black Lives Matter movement, civil rights

➢ Noticing people who have less, homelessness.

➢ Imagining and writing from the point of view of an inanimate object

➢ Pollution, chemicals, oil, CMP transmission line

➢ Community water notices, medication disposal, using water bottles.



____________________________________________________________________________________

**Circle of Impact=for every participant of a literacy/learning experience, an average of 3 others are impacted by
the learning shared, as determined by LVFSC qualitative data.

*(Educational Value was determined by applying the $1,021 per adult learner national average expenditure
according to the 2017 National Reporting System).

Staff:
Sara Beech, LVFSC Administrative Assistant and Tutoring Program Coordinator since 2016, is a Master’s degree
student of Community Education and Transformative Language Arts, a Maine Humanities Council Facilitator, and
a board member of the Wilton Free Public Library. Barb Averill is LVFSC Executive Director, since 2015, and has a
Masters degree in special education.

Staff work together with student and volunteer input to plan, develop, design, direct, and administer
programming and on data collection and data reviews.

“Dear Literacy Volunteers,

Recently I was watching a parade in Phillips, and a lovely person reached into a box and ran to me, sitting on the sidelines, to place a book in
my hand.  You have no idea how much having a book placed in my hands is like manna from heaven for someone like me. When I got home,
I looked at the book (“Aunt Dimity Goes West”), and although it is not like the books I typically read, I knew this one was “karmaed” for me,
and that of course I would read it regardless.  Which I did—and it was fun and delicious.  And now I have passed it on to my friend, whom I
know will be as delighted and charmed by it as I was. So really what I want to say in this email is “thank you.  Thank you for giving me a book,
and thank you especially for the wonderful and meaningful work you are doing for Franklin and Somerset counties.  (I checked out your
website to get an idea of who you are and what you do.)Your work really is great—kudos! Appreciatively,” C, email, 8/24/2021


